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ABSTRACT
Seveial central ideas emerging from a systematic

approach to teaching problem-solving in the quantitative sciences
(chemistry, physics, engineering) are discussed. Areas addressed
include; differences between teaching and performance, between
naturalistic and effective functioning, and between detailed
observations and gross stati 'cal data; Ansights derived from
naturalistic studies, focusing o i..reexisting knowledge of students,

.tacit knowledge of experts, and significant differendes letween
problem-solving behaviors of students and of experts; and kinds of
prdcedures-an4 knowledge essential for good human problem-solving
performance, pointing out general issues'addressed by any theoretical'
model of good problem-solving and discussing characteristics of the
knowledge base containing knowledge about a specific domain.
Problem-solving procedures-considered include initial problem
description, synthesis of the problem, and assessment/improvement of
the solution.. Current problem-solving activities in science teaching
(focusing on student behaviors and instructional puctices) are
addressed,,followed by a discussion of improved meehods for teaching
problem-solving. These methods include teaching explicitly and
separately the various kinds of knowledge essential for good
problem-solving performande (including knowledge of how to describe
problem effectively), procedures useful for making judicious
decisions in search for solutions, procedures.for assessing solutions
for correctness/optimality; and methods.for organizing large amounts
of knowledge so information can be easily recalled/remembered.
(JN)
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HOW CAN CHEMISTS TEACH PROBLEM SOLVING?

SUGGESTIONS DORIVED FROM STUDIES OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES*

F. Reif

Physics Department and Group in Science and Mathematics Education,

University of Cali,fornia, Berkeley, California 94720

Scientists do Rot behave scientifically in all domAins. Thus we

pursue our own discipline (e.g., chemistry) analytically and systemati-

a seek to develop a thepreiical understanding of underlying'pro-
,

ces , and tr3; to achieve practical goals (e.g., chemi4a1 syntheses)

on the basis of our theoretical insights. On the other hand, we

commonly approach tasks outside our own discipline (even chemically

related tasks such as gardening or hutrition) by the seats of our pants,

content.to rely on rules of thumb and on common-sense notions of ques-

tionable validity. Usually we tend to be equally unscientific in our

teaching.

A serious interest in teaching scientific problem solving :warrants,

however, a more systematic approach. Not only is pr6blem solving of

crucial importance in any science if students are to achieve the

ability to deal flexibly with diverse and novel situations. But problem

solving, particularly 4n welt-deYeldped scientific disciplines, is also
4

a highly complex intellectual.task. 4Hence one cannot expect to achieve

much success in teaching effective problem-solving skills unless one

approaches the teaching enterprlie from a'systematic and scientific point

of view. 'Such a scientific approach is not only required to achieve
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practical teaching effectiveness, but has also intrinsic intellectual

interest as a fild study in its own right. Indeed, recent years have

seen substaatal progress in our understanding of complex intellectual

processes, as these have been studied in exciting new fields such as

' information-processing psychology or artificial intelligence [1-31.

My aim in this paper is to point out some central ideas emerging

from a systematic approach to teaching scientific problem-solving skills.

My comments will be generally applicable to problem solving in quantita-

tive sciences, such as physics, chemistry, or engineering. (I myself

'have done most of my own work in the context of physics.) Within the

'limited time and space available to me, I shall focui my attention

selectively on somvajor points and shall deliberately slight many

important details.

Rudiments of a Systematic Approach

Teaching or learning can be viewed as a transformation process

qanalogous to a chemical reaction of the form

Si Sf '1

In this process a student Si, in an initial state where he or she cannot

do certain things (such as problem solving) is supposed to be transformed

into a student Sf in a final state where he or she can do these things

eff4ctively.

,:,,IP4fin analysis of this ransformation process reveals some basic
, 1

isses which can usefully b istinguished and studied separately.

yi

4
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Teaching versus performance

It is clear that one must first have a good understanding Of per-

formance% both in the initial and final states, before one can sys- .

tematically address tasks of learning or teaching. In particular, one

must first understand how students, before any instruction, approach

problems. Then onemust understand how students, after instruction, are

expected to performfin order to achieve effective problem solving, e.g.,

what thought processes theiareexpected to use, how they are expected to

organize their information, etc. (Indeed, it is a research challenge to

understand theoretically such underlying cognitive processes leading,to

good human problem-solving performance.) Only after one has achieved a

good understanding orinitial performance,and of the desired final per-
.

formance,can one hope to teach students how to become effective problem

sofvers.

Naturalistic versus effective functioning

.
Useful information about learning or teaching can obviously be

obtained by observing and studying the performance of actual novice

students and of actual expertt. However, such naturalistic or "descrip-

tive" studies have only limited interest. By contrast, a more general ques-

tion, transcending a mere concern with.naturalistic functioning, asks

how effective functioning comes about. For instance, purely naturalistic

studies of flying, by observing birds and insects, may lead to an

understanding of how flying is achieved b ping wings. However,

asking the More general question about effective lying may lead to the

realizatton that flying can be achieved even better with fixed wings, as

modern airplanes do.

5
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One can thus fruitfully ask the following general question, going

beyond the bounds of descriptive naturalistic studies. What are under-

iyAng thought processes leading to good human performance (such as

problem solving) without necessarily simulating what actual experts do?

This more "prescriptive" question ii both scientifically interesting and

highly germane to practical instruction MI. In particular, this ques-

tion does not make the unwarranted assumption that actual experts always

pesfonn optimally. Furthermore, since it does not restrict inquiry to

naturally occurring modes of functioning, it allows room for human

invention and design. For instanCe, although models of good performance

may be suggested by observing the behavior of actual experts, they may

also be suggested by purely' theoretical analyses.

The more general prescriptive question about good performance is

Oso centrally important for teaching tasks or any attempts to improve,

human performance. In Oarticular, it iS a mistake to bilieve.that 'good

performance, to be achieved by students as a result of4nstruction, can

mvely mimic what experts actually do. Indeed, students must often be

taught explicit processes to achieve performance which actual experts

can do almost automatically because they immediately recognize situations

familiar to them as a result of years of experience. ,

Detailed observations versus gross statistical data

To understand the underlying thought processes leading.to good

problem-solving performance, it is essential to observe in detail the

thought processes of individual persons. By contrast, statistical data

derived from test scores on many persons are of much less utility because

they provide onlylvery gross information: These comments are not

5.

intended to 'denigrate the utility of statistical data. But, as somebody

once spid: "Statistics are like a bikini bathing suit. What they reveal

is suggestive, but what they conceal is vital." There is a great deal

of wisdom in this quotation.

Insights Derived from Naturalistic Studies

Before discussing in greater detail, some of the thought processes

needed for effective scientific problem soTving, it is worth mentioning

some insights derived from detailed observations of the naturally

occurring problem-solving behavior of novice students and Ixperts.

Detailed data of this kind can be obtained by asking individual

persons to talk out loud about their thought processes while they are

solving problems. The transcript of a person's tape-recorded verbal

statements, together with the person's written work, constitutes then a

"protocol" which provides a rich soucre of data about the person's

thought processes. Needless to say, even such a detailed protocol

reveals only a small part ofia person's'thoughts since many of these

are not overtly verbalized. Nvertheless, such protocols provide data

much more useful and detailed than would be obtained by test.results,

questionnaires, or other siMilar gross measures.

Let me then briefly mention some important results, derived from
... .

.4

such detailed observations of novice students and experts 15-121 and

point out some of their implications.

Preexisting knowledge of students

The observations'in5icate that novice students possess complex

cOnceptual structures derived from prior experience and from informal

Q
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,cultueel transmission. These conceptual structures are useful to explain

and predict many of the phenomena encountered in daily life. However,

unlike scientific conceptual structures, they are oiten ambiguous, vague,

jnconsistent, and not accurately predictive.

One implication of thesebservations is that the learning of a

science involves much more tharr.the 'acquisition of new knowledge by a

blabk*nd. Instead, it involves a substantial restructuring of pre-
! \

existing knowledge, a restructuring where new knowledge must compete

with \a student's previous knowledge and familiar way of thinking. It is

thus s arcely surprising that adequate restructuring can be a difficult

and tim -consuming process prone to many errors and confusions.

An' ther implication of these observations is that the modes of

'learning equired in science (modes which require unambiguity, precision,

and great ai-e that all language is clearly related to observations) are%

quite unlik Modes of learning familiar from daily life. Such new modes

of learning e therefore, quite difficult to acquire without,carefull3)

designed ins ruction.

Tacit knobqedg of experts

Detatled observations indicate that experts possess knowledge which

is remarkably l rge and well-organized. Much of this knowledge is "tacit",

i.e.,' used;aut tically without any conscious awareness. Yet this tacit

knowledge is ess ntial to good performance 'and sometimes quite subtle,

One implica ion of these observations is that the explication of

such tacit knowle ge is an important and challenging task which can re-

veal much about th nature of expertise.

7.

nother implication is that science teaching is often of limited

effectiveness for the simple reason that much essential knowledge is

a

never explicitly taught, because it is not even apparent to the teachers

themselves.

Significant differences between experts and novices

Observations reveal that significant differeiiCes,do indeed exist

between the problem-solving behavior of novfn studentt and of experts:

For example, novice students usually try to assemble problem solutions

by proceeding, in linear sequential fashion, to piece together various

mathematical formulas. By contrast, experts often approach problems by

using'qualitative arguments and seemingly vague language, thus formula-

ting plans which only later get refined into more mathematical language.

These otiservations-show that expel-ts' superior performance is not

merely due to their large store of accumulated knowledge, but also to

problem-solving strategies more effective than those used by students.

As we shall see, such expert strategies are also theoretically expected

to be more powerful and some of them should be teachable to students.

General Analysis of Effective Problem Solvieg.

After these comments about information derived from naturalistic

observations, let me turn to a more general analysis of the kinds of

procedurAs and knowledge essential for good human problem-solving per-

formance 113,141. I shall begin by pointing out some general issues which

must be addressed by any theoretical model of good problem solving. Then

I shall exaMine some of these topics in slightly greater detail.
.
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According to an analysis developed by myself and some cowOrketils,

problem solving involves some general problem-solving procedures used in

conjunction with a knowledge base containing particular knowledge about

a specific dom;in (such as mechanics, or thermodynamics, or electric

circuits, etc./. The general problem-sofving procedures decompose the

problem:solving process into several sucCessive stages which address the

following subproblems: (a) How can one tnitialty describe and analyze

'a problem so as to faciltlate the subsequeT1T)search for its solution?

(b) How can one synthesize a solution of the problem, using appropriate

planning and subsequent implementation, -by making judiciously the many

decisions risked to find.a path to the solution? (c) How can dile finally
A

test the resulting solution to ascertain whether it'is cdrrect and rea-

sonably optimal, so that suitable improvements can be made?%

The preceding procedures are td be used in conjunction'With a

knowledge base containing specific knowledge about the particular domain

of 'interest_ Any such knowledge base must have general characteristics

which facilitate the impiementatiOn of the preceding procedures,

character'istics which must also be specified by a model of good per-

/
formance. for example, what types of kdowle ge shou e included in

such a knowledge bap.?' Wha't- kinds of'ancilla knowledg must accompany

any concepts or principle so that it becomes ffectively sable and can

thus serve as a functiona

bow must the entire.knowl ase be organized o that large amounts of

in innation can be easily rememberedand 'appropriately retrieved in

compla problem-solving contexts?

An-understanding of how good human problem-solving performance can

be achtevea requires answers to all the preceding questions. In the

ul conceptual building block? FinallY,

1 0
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,

following paragraphs I shall merely;Outline some of themajor ideas.which

iia've emerged in our work addressing these questions.

Problem-solving_Procedures

tidal problem description

The manner in which a problem is 6litthly described i$ crucially

important since it can determine whether the subsequent sdlutjdh of tile

%. problem is easy dr difficult--or even imeossible. The crucial role of

the initial description of a problem is, however, easily,overlookied

because it is a preliminary st4p which experts usually do rapidly and

automatically without much conscious awareness.

A model of effective problem solving must thus, im particular,

spec/fy explicitly procedures for genera.tingfe useful inittal description

of any problem. The. first stage of such a description procedure aims to

generate a "basic description" of a pKobleN This is achieved.by using

general domain.-independent knowledge to put-the problem into a form where

ft is ii.eadily understandable to the probfem solver. Thus the basic de-

scription. sumMarfzes the information specified and to be fOund,.intro-

duces useful symbols, and expresses available infdrmAion in various

useful Aymbolit fprms (e.g., in verbal statements.as well as in diagrams).

Figure I illustrates in example.

Insert Figure I about here

The'next stage of the description procedure'ls mote complex. It

aims to generate a" "theoretical description" Of the problem, a

'description which deliberately aims to redeseribe the problem in terms

1 1
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ORIGINAL -PRObLEM STATEMENT

A !VISITS AT THE TOP. OE A SMOOTH HEMISPHERICAL DOME, OF RADIUS.11,

CaERING A FACTORY ON HORIZONTAL GROUND: IF THE MAN STARTS SLIDING,

AT WHAT HEIGHT ABOVE THE GROUND DOES HE,SLIDE OFF THE'DOME?
,

'BASIC DESCRIPTION

Wile to : than it top

time man slides of f

(time toi : any time between)
r -

GOAL: h ?

,

Fig, 1: Original statement and liasic description of a mechanics problem.

12
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of the special concepts provided by the knowledge base for the relevant

knowledge domain. The resulting protilem description greatly facilitates

t e subsequent search for a problem solution since all principles in the

knowledge base are expressed in terms of these special concepts and

become thus freadily accessible.

Hence the knowledge base for any particular domain is especially "

useful if it includes explipit rules specifying how to describe any

situation enc011Aered in this domain. tese rules should specify how to

identify, in any problem situation, those entitities of prime interest'

ih this domain, what special concepts should be used to describe theses

eAtities, what preperties of these special concepts can be exploited,

aRd how to-check that the resulting description is consistent with known

principles. [15)

For example, the knowledge base for the science of tlassical

mechanics can usefully be actompanied by explicit rules specifying

explicitly how to describe any problem in mechanics. These rules specify

that the entities of interest are particles (or systems conOstag of'

several such particles). They specify that the motion of any such

particle should be described by special concepts such as "position",

"velocity". and "acceleration". They also specify that the interaction

between such particles should be spec4fied by special concepts such as

"forces" or "potential energies". The description rules also specify

:--iij1 exploit the properties of theserconcepts. For instance, they

specify that forces can be systematically enumerated by first considering

,Iong-range forces.(such as gravity) and then identifying the short-range

forces on any particle(by nOting-ail objects which touch the gpen

particle). Furthermore, they specify how these various kinds of forces

13
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(such as gravitational forces by the earth, forces by strings, etc.)

depend on the characteristics and positions of the interacting particles?"'
1

Finally, they speeify that a problem description must be consisteAt with

motion principles, e.g., that the acceleration of any particle mus6ave

the same direction as the total force on it. Figure 2 illustrates s ch

a theoretical description of the problem previously described in Figu e'l.

Insert Figure 2 about here '

\'Such description rules are considerably more explicit than tKose

usually taught or found in textbooks. But in experiments, perfdrmed by

Heller and myself:we showed convincingly that students, when induced

to use such description rules, avoid almost all cbmmon errors (e.g.,

omitting relevant forces or introducing extraneous forces due to non-

existent objects) and generate,probldM descriptions leading to successful

solutions [15].

Similar description yules can be explicitly formulated for other

knowledge domains. For example, in thermodynamics the entfties of

interest are macroscopic systems consisting of very many atomic particles.

Such isolated systems are to be described by special concepts, such as

"internal energy" and4"entropy", and this description can exploit the-special

pruperties of these concepts. Once again, the mere redescription of

thermodynamic problems in terms of these particlar concepts greatly

facilitates their subsequent solutions.

Synthesis of_a solution.

Once a problem has been described, one can turn to the task of

14

MOTION

t ime t
01.

INTERACTION

v = velocity

ar'at = acceleration components

F = gravity force on man by earth
9

F =force orr man by clime surface.s

Fig. 1: Theoretical description of the problem of Figure 1.

15
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constructing its solution. This'task is difficult because the search

for a solution reguires.decisions among many possible alternatives, only

a few of which lead to the desired go!). Hence a model of effective

problem solving must specify how to make judicious.decisions to find

9- /
an efficieill path to the desired goal.

Merely-explicating the alternatives to be considered in making a

decision can already be useful, even without specifying-how a choice

between these alternatives is to be made. For example, a t'ipical alter-

native is of the form. "What principle should be 'apiilied to what system

at what time (or between what,times) with what description?" An explicit

awareness that this is.the lind of decision to be made helps to identify

a limited number of component alternatives worthy of consideration and

thus simplifies appreciably the decision'process. For examplv, the

specified form of such a decision Mayhelp to focus a student's diffuse

thinking on "applying the firt law of thermodynamics, to a system con-

.
sisting of a iiarticular cylinder-and enclosed bas, between the states

A and B, desCribed in terms of pressure and volume".

Much could be said about how to make"judicious decisions among

promising alternatives once they have been identified. But instead of

discussing several useful decision methods in greater detail, let me

merely make a few comments about a powerful general strategy used to-

facilitate problem solving, the strategy of progressive refinements.

This strategy may usefully be illustrated by an analogy, the problem

of painting a picture. One painting strategy would be to paint succes-

sively, in complete detail, every adjacent.square inch of the picture

the total picture is completed. The other strategy consists of

first making a rOugh sketch of the entire picture, then elaborating this .0

sketch by adding more detailed lines, then elaborating further by adding

more detailed color information, etc. The second strategy, which pro-

ceeds by progressive refinements, is far more useful becau;e it allows

one to make crucial major decisions first without burdensome or dis-

' tracting details. These major decisions can then be used as guides to

make further decisions at a more detailed level, and so on until all

details have been worked out.

Similarly, in scientific problem solving it is useful to make first a few

major decisions by describing only the major features of p problem in

gross qualitative terms (using vague language or pictures). Such a

solution plan, outlined.at a gross level of description, may then,be

used as a guide to construct a solution in more precise and mathematical

language. Indeed, a's mentioned previously, experts (unlike novice

students) contnonly use such methods of progressive refinement with great

. effectiveness. '

As a simple illustration of the preceding remarks, coneider the'

s'ituation illustrated in Figure 3 which shows a current flowing through

two joined wires of different diameters. The problem is to find the

potential at the junction point if the potentials at the ends ofsthe

wires are specified. Experts commonly approach this probleArby stating

verbally that the potential drop in each wire depends on its resistance,

ond that,the resistance of each wire depends on its geometric

properties. Only after such qualitative remarks, which basically con-
.

stitute a rough plan for a solution, do the experts begin to specify in

greater detail just how the resistance of each wire,depends on particular

wometric properties, such s length and cross-sectronal area. This
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strategy of progressively refined descriptions standssin sharp contrast

to what novice students usually do, namely trying to constilict a solution

by merely writing down various e4uations at a mathematically detailed

level of description. (Indeed, many students get lost in a morass of

several such equations in several unknowns, and thus find the preceding

simple problem difficult.)

Insert Figure 3 about here

1.

Assessment and improvement of solution

Orice a problem solution has been obtained, it is important to assess

whether it is cor:rect 'and reasonably optimal, so that suitable improve-

ments can be made. Various tests, designed to assess whether a solution

is correct, can readily be formulated in explicit form. For example,

one of the most useful of such tests is a consideration of simple

C

special cases (particularly of extreme cases) which must be consistent

with a general solution of a problem. Other useful tests can also be

easily specified. Indeed, many such tests are quite straightforward and

familiar to experts, although they are often Tot explicitly taught.to

students.

/

V = ? V2

Characteristics of the Knowledge Base

As mentioned previously, the kndwledge base for a particular domain
»

must hhe general characteristics which facilitate the preceding pro-
Fin. 3: Current flowing in joined wires of different diameters.

cedures used to describe problems and search for their soJutions. Lpt

me discuss slightly more fully some of these important characteristics.

19
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Functional conceptual building:blocks. \

Particular special concepts and principles are, from a strictly

logical point of view, the,eisential building blocks of the knowledge

used to make scientific predictions and to solve problems. However, the

mere definition of a.concent, or mere statement of a principle, is pay-
,

thologically and practically alest worthless unless it is accompanied

by ancillary knowledge needed to make the concept or principle effec-

tively usable. Only then does the concept or principle become a function-

ally useful conceptual building block suitable for)ife synthesis of more

15.
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complex problems.

An analysis, pretented elsewhere [16], shows that the ancillary

knowledge needed to make any concept.or principle effectively usable is

remarkably large and sometimes subtle. Thus the knowledge needed to

interpret a concept or principle includes that required to spectfy the

concept or principle by descriptive statements and by detailed procedures

needed to identify the concept; it ifcludes the knowledge needed to

apply the concept in various specific kinds of instances; and it includes

f"

'explicit warnings about likely errors and the requisite knowledge to

di5criminate them,from correct situations. The ancillary knowledge

includes also familiarity with,some basic implications and applications

of a concept or principleas well as explicit guidelines specifying the

conditions when the concept is likelyto be useful.

Such ancillary knowledge, required,to make a concept or principle

effectively usable, is routinely possessed by any e Iert. However, much

of this knowledge is tacit and often not explicitly aught. Indeed,

deficiencies in such ancillary knowledge lead to many of.the common
(

misconceptions and errors committed by studentt.

20

The preceding comments indicate that it is important to make expli-
,

cit, and also to teach deliberately, the ancillary knowledge req uired

to make any concept or principle effectively usable. In thi5 way one

can ensure the possession of concepts and pilnciples which are function-

ally useful and which thus provide a necesary (although not sufficientj

prerequisite for effective problem solving.

Knowledge Organization

The organization of available knoWledge is of crucial importaTe%

particularly if the knowledge is large. Indeed, only if information is

effectively organized? can it be easily remembered and.oppropriately.

retrieved in complex contexts. (For example, althougir every folder in

a tile cabinet may contain valuable information, an unorganized collec-

tion of such folders would lake the information available in the file

cabinet nearly inaccessible and thus almost useless.) A theOretical

model of effective problem solving must thus specify explicitly the

manner in which concepts, principles, and rules should be effectively

organized so as to facilitate their ready-retrieval and use.

A particular fori of knowledge organization, highly useful )n many

cases, isAme which is hierarchically structured at successive levels

containing increasingly more detailed information [17]. This form of

organization may be illustrated by a familiar analogy, the manner in

which geographical information is organized into maps of different

stales. Thus geogeaphical information about the entire United States

can be summarized in a map shOwing very little detailed information and

only gross features. Then certain of these gross features (e.g., certain

geOgraphical regions) can be elaborated more fully in other maps (e.g.,

21
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maps of paeticular states) showing more details. Such maps can,

in turn, be elaborated more fully in other maps which show still more

details. In this way, proceeding by successive elaboration, it is

possible to acconmiodate any amount of detail in a fashion whicli does not

obscure the Major features and which uses these major features as,aids

to gain access to more details.

Scientific knowledge_about any domain, such as mechanicsor thermo-

dynamics, can.very effectively be organized in similar hierarchical ways

which facilitate the rrembering and retrieval of all the relevant

knowledge. It would take me too far afield to show here such a hier-,

archical organitation of an entire scientific domain. Let me therefore

merely illustrate the utility of such a hierarchical organization in a

very simple, but common, case.

Consider an argument (e:g., the derivation of some scientific re-

sult) which starts.from certain premises,to arrive'at certain conclusions.

Such an argument can be organized in various alternative ways. A purely

linear organization of this argument might consist of 4 dozen or so

successive steps, each well explained and followtng logically from the

preceding one. MOn the other hand, a hierarchical organization of the

same argument might consist of four major steps, grossly dettribed,

which summarize the entire argument; each of these may then, in turn, be

elaborated into several more detailed steps, as indicated schematically

in Figure 4.

Insert Figure.4 about here

22

(a)

'VI) 4

4: Sc ematic illustration of steps in an argument. (a) Linear

niztio of the argument. (b) Hierarchical organization of the same

ar u ent.

23
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'Although the hierarchical organization of the argument contains

the same information, It is expected to be much more useful, Indeed,. ,

experiments done by Eylon and myself have shown that an argument,-pre-

sented and learned in such a hierarchiCal form,-can be more easify
,

rememfiered. more easily modified if some-premises are changed, and more

easily corrected if errors are made[ 171.

I t
Experimental Tests\of Theoretical Ideas

In the preceding sections I have discussed various theoretical

Ideas specifying prftedures and ;forms of knowledge leading to good human
0

problem solving. As mentioned previously; such theoretical ideas need

not necessarily simulate the actual behaVior of experts. The central

question is ratOr whether human beings, acting in accordance with such

thedretical ideas, do indeed achieve good performance. To address this

question, mycollaboratocs and I have used the following experimental

paradigm to.test models of good problem-solving performance: (1) We use

carefully controlled experimental conditions to induce individual persons

to perform in accordance with a specified model of good performance

(e.g., we induce persons to follow step-by-step directions specifying

how to generate useful initial descriptions of problems). (2) Then we

observe in detail bhe resurting'performance of these persons and assess

whether this performance exhibits the predicted characteristics and is

effective.

Such experiments can indeed be successfully implemented in piactice

and can yield very valuable information, both' to test theoretical models

and to suggest" improvements in them. For example, some of the previously

mentioned theoretical ideas about effective problem description and
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aboCit effective knowledge organization were tested by us in experiments

of this kind[ 15, 17]:

Currefit Actualities in Science Teachifir

The analAis on the preceding pages outlines some useful procedures

and kinds Of knowledge facilitating-scientific problem solving. How do

these insights about effective problem solving relate to the state of

affairs prevalent in the actual teaching of science? In particular,

what do students commonly do when approaching problems? kid what do

instructors commonly do when trying to teach scientific problem solving?

Commit student,behaviors -

Informal pbservations, as well os some systematic studies [II, 12]

indicate that typical students in basic c011ege-level science courses ,

tend to approach problems in a manner that differs appreciably,from the

preceding precepts for good problem-solving. The followinrare some

examples.

Students, faced with A problem, try to tackle immediately the task

of constructing a solution. They spend rather little time beforehand

to.generate a careful description of the problem or bp-plan a solution.

Furthermore, they spend little or no time afterwards to assess whether

the solution found by them is correct or.as simple as it might be; nor

do they try to extract from a solution useful knowledge that might help

them to deal with future problems.

Students usually try to find the solution of a science problem by

assembling various facts and formulas in a linear sequential fashion,

rather Plan by using methods of progressive refinement. Students tend
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to behave similarly,in other problem-solving domains. For example,

when trying to write English prose, novice students tend to proceed by

.
generating successke sentences and.paragraphs, rather than by construct-

ing progressiVely refined outlines and drafts: SimilarTy, when trying

to write computer programs, unsophisticated students tend to proceed by

writing successive lines of code, rather than by progressively eldborat7

ing flow charts or high-level procedural specifications. It is not

surprising that students behave in this way. Faced with a task which

ultimately consists of a sequence of steps, the most primitive strategy

is to generate the steps one-by-one in sequential order. ,By contrast,
. -

a strategyfof progressive refinemepts, which first generates more

abstract steps to be ultimately elaborated into the steps of actual

interest, is a more tndirect nethod and its superiority is not apparent'

to unsophisticated students.

Students tend to 'place a great emphasis on remembering and using

various facts And mathematical formulas, without trying to embed these

in a rich framework of qualitative knowledge. Accordingly, students

may beAble to answer sone quantitative questions by merely manipulating

some mathematical formulas,but may be quite unable to answer simple

qualitative questions of a similar ktnd. Furthermore, students seldom

use qualitcitive knowledge to plan solutions or to check whether results

obtained by them make any sense.

In trying to learn probTem solving, students pay much more attention

to the product than to the process. Thus students are mostly interested

in the answers to problems or in worked-out solutions of them. But they

often fail to realize that the most important aspect of problem solving
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involves the decision processes which lead to good solutions, decision

processes which prevent one from getting stuck or going off inovrong

directions.

. Finally, students acquired knowledge about a scientific domain is-

often'poorly strUctured, consisting of little more than loosely organized

collect1ons of miscellaneous facts or lists of such facts,. Indeed,

students rarely appreciate the great importance of avanizing their

, .

knowledge with great care so as to maker it effectively usable. Nor are

they familiar with forms of organization, such as hierarchical organiza-

tions, potentially useful for making their knowledge more coherent, more

easily remembered, and more readilmetrievable.

In summary,'.it is clear that students' problem-solving skills are

rather primitive and leave ample room for tmprovement through sDecific

teaching.

Common teAching practices

Common teaching methods, ileci byinstructors or tex books to teach

scientific problem-solving skills, rely predominantly ornipresenting

information, showing prototypical examples of worked-out problems, and

providing students with practice in solving similar kinds of problems.

In mpy ways such teaching nethods are more primitive than thoe used

in simpler domains, such as sports'or musical performance. Indeed, in

those domains teachers try to analyze in detail important components
,

..:. needed for good performance (e.g., how to hold a violin, how to move

the wrist when bowing, etc.) Then they strive to teach explicitly

these important components and to integrate them inio good overall



performance. These teaching methods are thus more systematic and,

analytic than those based on mere exemplification and practice.

Not only dq the teaching methods used in scientific instruction

seem fairly primitive, there is also evidence that they are often rather

inefficient apd ineffective, For example, several recent studies [5-10]

show that many students, after having successfully completed college-
.

level science courses, may nevertheless exhibit gross errors or miscon-

ceptions and be quite deficient in simple problem-solving skills.

Common teaching practices are not only of limited effectiveness,

but may eve!) be dysfunctional or deleterious. For example, quite often

instructors, in their presentations and examinations, emphasize factua)

knowledge considerably more than reasoning processes. Furthermore,

teachers and textbooks, in a narrowly conceived pursuit of scientific

precision, frequently tend to stress formal knowledgendimgthematical
, .

descriptions. Correspondingly they neglect, or even discourage, qual-

itative understanding and modes of qualitative reasoning which (as

pointed.out previously) are very,powerful aids for planning problem

solulions and are commonly used by actual experts. As another example,

scientific arguments and prototypical problem solutions'are usually

presented as linear sequence-SOT-detalled steps, rather than in more

hierarchical forms which (as poipted out previously) are-m4Ch m6re use-

.

ful for rememberingand generalizing information.

The preceding compents reveal that cgamon teaching practices do oot,

reflect much insight into effectOe problem-solving processes and leave

,muth room for improvement.
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Improved Methods for Teaching Problem,Solving

The discussion in the preceding pages suggests that the teaching

of scientific problem solving could be substantially improved if the

task were approached more'scientifically and systematically. In parti-

cular, such teaching should be based upon an adequate understanding of

how good problem solving is achieved, i.e., up6n an airs of the kind

sketched in the preceding pages [13, 14].

Such an analysis suggests that one teach explicitly and separately

. the various kinds of knowledgelessential for good problem-solvtng per-
,

formance, e.g., knowledge of how to describe problems effectively,

procedures useful for making judicious decisions in the search for solu-

tions, procedures for assessing solutions for correctness and optimality,

methods for organizing large.amounts of knowledge go that infdrmation

can be easily remembered and retrieved, etc. Appropriate teaching

methods must then be used to integrate these important components so

that students can use them jointly in coherent, fashion. Finally, one

must ensure that studenti learn to use these methods habitually, and,
t

automatically. Cl4arly, adequate practice is needed to achieve these

ends, but the right kinds of practice based on an explicit understanding

of underlying mechapisms of good problem so1ving.

The preceding general suggestions can be elaborated into practical

teaching programs. For ekample, I myself have tried tei do so in a

. -

special course on physics problem solving. I have also explortd a.pre-

ferable course format where students are explicitly taught scientific

conceptual,and progitm-solving skills in a "workshop" actompanying the

first qutrter of anLintroductory college-level physics course. Finally,

St. John and I have even attempted to incorporate a few of these ideas
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in laboratory instruction ( 18]. Such practical teaching efforts show FOOTNOTE

definite promise, but need appreciable care and thought for proper
,

implementation. In particular, they require painstaking attention to * This article is based on an invited paper Presented at the meeting of
;.

many important details which I have not been able 'to mention in the brief the American Chemical Society, Las Vegas, Narth 1982. Some of the

prvey presented in the preceding pages. Such teaching efforts could underlying work was partially supported by grant gEO.79-20592 fnMn

'also benefit from the exploitation of more individualizedforms of theliational Science Foundation.

tnstruction implemented by progrimmed teaching materials or computer-

aided instruction.

. Finally, one should not expect miracles, even if the teaching of

problemsolving is approachei from a systematic and scientific point of

view. After all, such teaching efforts deal with very complex cognitive

skills. But, by approaching such teaching tasks systematically, one may

.hope to achieve the advantageinherent in scientific approaches in other

fields, namely cumulatively increasing knowledge and understanding,

opportunities to learn from successes as well as'from failures, and

increased practical .effecliveness based upon validated theoretical

insights,
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